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Abstract – The widely-adopted proximity-force approximation (PFA) to estimate normal Casimir
forces is known to be asymptotically exact at vanishing separations. In this letter, we propose
a correction to the PFA, which is sufficiently accurate in predicting displacement-induced lateral
Casimir forces between a sphere and a grating, for separation-to-radius ratio up to 0.5, far be-
yond the limit within which the application of PFA is previously restricted. Our result allows
convenient estimation of Casimir interactions and thus shall be useful in relevant experimental
and engineering Casimir applications. We also study the PFA for gradient gratings, and we find
that the inhomogeneity-induced lateral Casimir force is beyond the corrected PFA.
The Casimir force, resulted from the variation of the
zero-point energy when fluctuating electromagnetic (EM)
fields are perturbed by materials, is becoming increasingly
important in micro- or nano-scale systems [1]. While it is
originally predicted between two neutral parallel plates
[2], the Casimir force is usually measured in sphere-plate
configurations to avoid the problem of maintaining paral-
lelism [3–5], where the gently curved sphere is theoretically
modelled as a series of patches parallel to the plate and
each patch is assumed to interact only with the part of the
plate in its close proximity. This so-called proximity-force
approximation (PFA) [6] relates the normal force between
curved surfaces to the Casimir energy per unit area E be-
tween corresponding parallel plates via
Fn = ηn × FPFAn , FPFAn = 2pirE , (1)
and accurately describes the interaction strength in the
small-curvature limit, that is, ηn → 1 when  ≡ d/r  1
[7], where r is the radius of the sphere and d is the surface-
to-surface separation of the sphere and the plate. Since
contributions of oblique waves to the Casimir force and
the non-additivity property of the force are not taken into
account directly (but through E), the PFA is generally
(a)E-mail: fanglin.bao@coer-scnu.org
thought of as a rough treatment with uncontrolled er-
rors [5,8–11], especially for large  and for lateral Casimir
forces [12]. There are evidences, however, that have put
Eq. (1) on a firm ground. For instance, the semi-classical
approximation in Ref. [13, 14] evaluates the Casimir en-
ergy based on classical periodic orbits like in geometrical
optics, and recovers Eq. (1) within quantum field theory.
Refs. [15, 16] use multiple scattering formalism, confirm
Eq. (1), and obtain the first-order correction beyond the
PFA, ηn = 1+
α
2 +O(2). Describing a curved surface by
a function ψ and regarding the Casimir energy as a func-
tional of ψ, [17] shows that the PFA coincides with the
leading term of the derivative expansion of the Casimir
energy, and also obtains the general form of the next-
to-leading-order curvature correction. The coefficient α
varies, though, from −1.4 [18, 19] obtained by fitting nu-
meric data, to −1.69 [16,20] and to −5.21 [21] obtained by
different analytic approaches, for EM fields with perfect-
conductor boundary conditions.
Quantifying η allows simple and fast evaluation of
Casimir interactions based on the PFA. This is important
not only in cases of  < 0.1 where most experiments are
involved and exact calculations become impractical [21],
1Even more complex  ln  dependence of η is found.
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Fig. 1: Geometry of the system. A uniform sphere of radius
r is placed at a distance d above a one-dimensional grating
of unit-cell dimension p, super-cell dimension L, and corruga-
tion depth h. Also shown is the schematic of mirror-symmetry
breaking of the grating represented by the imaginary part of
the k-space permittivity =ε(k). k0 = 2pi/L.
but also in cases of Casimir transport [22] where lateral
Casimir forces (Fl ≡ ηl×FPFAl ) exerting on a small sphere
from a complicated inhomogeneous plate (schematically
shown in Fig. 1) are considered and rigorous computa-
tions become cumbersome. Note that FPFAl and F
PFA
n
are related to the approximated Casimir energy EPFA via
FPFAi = −∂iEPFA, and EPFA =
∫
∂Ω
E ds can be obtained
by summing up interaction energy of all patch pairs [6].
In this letter, we report an investigation on Fl be-
tween a sphere and a one-dimensional grating within the
 > 0.04 range, for various filling factors f (f is constant
for periodic gratings, and varying for “gradient” gratings)
and radius-to-period ratios r/p. We confirm that FPFAl
severely deviates from Fl, as previously reported [12, 23],
but find for periodic gratings that a simple correction ηl
exists which precisely recovers Fl from F
PFA
l for up to
 = 0.5. The main result of this letter is that: ηl depends
on both  and f , and reads
ηl ≈ 1.081− 1.215− 0.122f − 0.258 · f. (2)
For gradient gratings, apart from the displacement-
induced lateral Casimir forces (just like that for peri-
odic gratings, caused by mirror-symmetry breaking corre-
sponding to blue peaks in the right panel of Fig. 1) there
are inhomogeneity-induced lateral Casimir forces (caused
by red peaks). The former can be described by Eq. (2)
as well, but the latter is beyond the corrected PFA. To
support our argument, in what follows we detail the eval-
uation of lateral Casimir forces and the validity range of
Eq. (2).
The lateral Casimir force in the system under consider-
ation is [22]
Fl =
−1
β
∞∑′
n=0
∑
γ
∞∫
−∞
〈kγ, in|Rs · ∂xRg|kγ, in〉n d2k, (3)
where β = 1/kBT , kB is the Boltzmann constant, T =
300 K is the room temperature, and γ = TE or TM repre-
sents polarization. The prime on the summation over Mat-
subara frequencies iξn = i · 2pin/~β (~ the reduced Planck
constant) indicates that the n = 0 term is weighted by
1/2. k in the plane-wave basis |kγ, s〉n is the lateral wave
vector in the x-y plane. And s = in(out) represents the
propagation direction along the negative(positive) z axis.
R is the reflection operator, and from the translational
transformation of R we have
∂xRg = i
(
kˆRg − Rgkˆ
)
. (4)
Eq. (3) originates from the well-known trace-log formula of
Casimir energy for a given system, E = − 1β
∑′
n
tr ln[I−
RsRg]. The logarithm symbol disappears since in the con-
tinuous plane-wave space RsRg is infinitesimal (∼ d2k)
and ln[I − RsRg] = −RsRg exactly holds. The reflection
operator of the sphere, observed in plane-wave states, is
obtained by partial-wave transformations
〈kγ, in|Rs|k′γ′, out〉 = 1
2|kz|K
∑
lQ
rlQ
l∑
m=−l
〈kγ, out|lmQ, in〉〈lmQ, in|k′γ′, out〉,
(5)
where K = ξn/c (c the speed of light in vacuum),
|kz| =
√
K2 + k2, Q = E(M) in the spherical-wave basis
|lmQ, s〉n denotes electric(magnetic) multipoles, and l and
m represent angular momenta. rlQ is the Mie coefficient,
and 〈lmQ, in|k′γ′, out〉 can be found in [23, 24]. The re-
flection operator of the periodic grating is obtained by the
modal approach (or rigorous coupled-wave analysis) [25].
With the help of the super-cell technique, modal approach
can also be applied to gradient gratings [22]. For a given
gradient grating, we construct a series of virtual meta-
surfaces (of super-cell dimension Lj , as shown in Fig. 1)
which asymptotically approach the gradient grating. Ex-
plicitly, in a jth (j = 1, 2, 3, · · · ) run of computation, we
cut a small patch (of dimension Lj = j × p, nearest to
the sphere) of the gradient grating, and define it as a vir-
tual super cell and periodically duplicate it to construct a
virtual metasurface, based on which we can calculate the
lateral Casimir force Fj using the modal approach. Then
in the (j + 1)th run, we enlarge Lj to Lj+1 and get Fj+1,
and so on. Eventually we can recover the gradient grat-
ing when LJ →∞, and obtain the desired force F . Since
major contributions of the Casimir force exerted on the
sphere come from a small area of the grating nearest to
the sphere, one can expect that Fj converges to F before
the Jth run.
In computing FPFAl , we note that only edges of the grat-
ing contribute to the lateral force, since patches of the
sphere opposing flat areas of the grating give the same
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d/r f
ηl
Fig. 2: ηl = Fl/F
PFA
l as a function of  = d/r and f .
Casimir energy during virtual lateral shifts. Therefore,
FPFAl =
∑
i
giρi
pi/2∫
−pi/2
[
E(z)− E(z + h)
]
· cos θ dθ, (6)
where i runs over all edges with coordinates x2i < r
2, gi =
1(−1) for rising(falling) edges, ρi =
√
r2 − x2i , and z =
d+ r − ρi cos θ.
For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to h = ∞. This
is valid if h is sufficiently large, due to the decaying na-
ture of Casimir forces. By computing Fl/F
PFA
l at a ris-
ing edge of a periodic grating, for various , f and r/p,
we find ηl having a weak dependence on r/p, and al-
most linearly proportional to  and f , as shown in Fig. 2.
The best fit of Fig. 2 immediately yields Eq. (2). In the
above computations, we have used golden spheres and
silica gratings. The Au permittivity is obtained from a
Drude model, εAu = 1 + Ω
2/ξn(ξn + Γ), with plasma
frequency Ω = 1.28 × 1016 rad/s and damping constant
Γ = 6.60 × 1013 rad/s. The silica permittivity is fitted
by Lorentz terms from tabular data [26]. In following
cases where silicon shall be used, the Drude-Lorentz model
is adopted to describe the permittivity with parameters
given in [25]. The highest order of Matsubara frequency
is set to be n ≤ 4000d[nm] , and the highest order of angular
momentum is set to be l ≤ 4 , to ensure convergence of
Fl. Note that E = − 1β
∑′
n
tr ln[I− R1R2] can be readily
evaluated by the modal approach.
Fig. 3 shows the comparison between Fl and ηlF
PFA
l ,
with ηl given in Eq. (2). The origin of the x axis sits
at the centre of a ridge of the grating. We can see from
Figs. 3(a)-(d) where  = 0.04, that the corrected PFA
precisely recovers Fl whatever f , r/p, and the force profile
are. When  = 0.5 and r/p = 0.6, the corrected PFA still
gives a good estimation of Fl, as shown in Fig. 3(e). But
cases are much worse when r/p gets larger, as shown in
Figs. 3(f-h), even if  = 0.18 (Fig. 3(h)), which indicates
that the validity condition of the corrected PFA is related
to r/p.
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Fig. 3: Lateral Casimir forces obtained by rigorous computa-
tions (blue curve) and the PFA (red starred), normalized by the
weight of the sphere mg. (a,b,c,d): parameters corresponding
to blue dots marked in Fig. 4. (e,f,g,h): red dots in Fig. 4.
The relative error of the corrected PFA is defined as
δ ≡ 〈Fl − ηl × F
PFA
l 〉
〈Fl〉 , (7)
where 〈F 〉 indicates the integral of F 2 over a whole period
p. The 5% (blue) and 10% (red) contours of δ are shown
in Fig. 4. It confirms that Eq. (2) precisely predicts lat-
eral Casimir forces (at the 5% level) for up to  = 0.5
(r/p = 0.6), far beyond the limit within which the PFA
is previously restricted ( < 0.00755 at the 1% level) [7].
Meanwhile, it can be seen that δ modestly increases when
f → 1 or f → 0. Focus on data points corresponding
to parameters adopted in Fig. 3. We can see that four
blue dots at  = 0.04 corresponding to Figs. 3(a)-(d) are
indeed in the rather-precise δ < 5% region. The red dot
for r/p = 0.6 at  = 0.5 and f = 0.1, corresponding to
Fig. 3(e), is within the 5% < δ < 10% range. Other three
red dots for r/p ≥ 0.8 are beyond the δ < 10% region,
where the PFA is found to yield wrong force profiles even
after corrected, as shown in Figs. 3(f)-(h).
The fact that the correction Eq. (2) exists is partially
attributed to the geometry of the sphere. The correction
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Fig. 4: Contour maps of the relative error of the corrected PFA, δ, as a function of  = d/r and f , for various r/p (r = 500 nm).
actually would not work if the sphere is replaced, for ex-
ample, with a cube, since in that case the PFA would
yield square-wave force profiles while rigorous computa-
tions usually yield smoother profiles. In the sphere-grating
case, when r/p increases, more edges contribute to the
approximated lateral force and the dominant contribution
comes from the edge which is nearest to the sphere. Con-
tributions from other edges are the reason of complex force
profiles, and their relative weight, compared with the dom-
inant contribution, increases with d but decreases with
p. d/p = r/p × d/r = const. qualitatively characterizes
the contours of δ, as confirmed by numeric data shown in
Fig. 5, where we can see that Eq. (2) is accurate at the
level of 5% for about d/p < 0.22. This also explains the
shrinking of the validity region of Eq. (2) in Fig. 4, for
increasing r/p.
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Fig. 5: Contour map of the relative error of the corrected PFA,
δ, as a function of d/r and r/p (r = 500 nm, f = 0.5). Only
the 0.05 (blue) and 0.3 (red) contours are shown. d/p = const.
(gray) are also shown as reference lines.
We apply our method to gradient gratings where lat-
eral Casimir forces include displacement-induced and
inhomogeneity-induced two components [22],
Fl = A ·H(x/p) +B, (8)
where H is some periodic function of period 1 and of mag-
nitude 1. We decompose both Fl and F
PFA
l as Eq. (8), and
study the ratios ηA = A/A
PFA and ηB = B/B
PFA accord-
ingly. As shown in Fig. 6, within the validity region, we
find that ηA is consistent with ηl (errors about 10%), but
ηB is quite different. In fact, to model the inhomogeneity-
induced lateral Casimir force, r/p  1 should be met so
that the information of the gradient of f can enter into
the PFA. This immediately leads to d/r  1, according to
the above analysis, which is obviously outside the  > 0.04
range under consideration. Therefore, the inhomogeneity-
induced lateral Casimir force is beyond the corrected PFA
of this letter. Spheres and periodic gratings of other ma-
terials, e.g., gold-silicon (sphere-grating) and silica-silica
are also studied, and we find that Eq. (2) applies as well,
only with previous validity regions shrunk a little.
Fig. 6: Contour maps of ηA and ηB, with L = 4.42µm, p =
400 nm, and a linear f : f(±L/2) = 0.5± 0.25.
Our result extends the application of the PFA to previ-
ously unexpected region, that is, lateral Casimir forces for
 > 0.04. It allows fast and accurate estimation of Casimir
interactions, especially for micro-scale spheres, and there-
fore our result is important for relevant experimental and
engineering Casimir applications concerning dynamics of
micro spheres. The method used here also suggests that
numeric corrections utilizing spherical geometries might
be useful as well, for proximity approximations widely
adopted in other branches of physics, for example, to cal-
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culate the near-field heat transfer and the nuclear energy.
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